
Take a sneaky group selfie with another group in the background       
More credit: if the other group doesn't notice you taking it!

Take an epic-looking photo by the lake (it can be in the water, in front of the lake or
from a distance)                                                                    

More credit: for commitment to getting wet ;)

Replicate the photos of the back of this page as best you can

Take a "forced perspective" photo (don't know what it is? google it for ideas or see the
bottom picture on the back of this page as an idea)

Take a photo of your whole group creating a human pyramid

Take a funny photo with an animal or insect 

Take a creative photo of your group in or around a car

Take a photo of one of your group modelling sunglasses (like they do for commercials)

Take a selfie with a flower

Take a group photo of your reflection in a mirror (it might be a tight squeeze depending
on what mirror you use)

Take a photo on the big rock that looks out on the lake

Take a creative photo on the causeway (driveway) 

Have fun and make some great memories together as a group. 
The list can be completed in any order. 
Please only keep one photo for each challenge. This will help with judging the photos.
Please don't go into any "No Go" or "Stop" zones
Always stay together as a group
Prizes will be given to the fastest group and also the best photos as deemed by the
adult running this activity

Here are the rules:
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Photos to replicate
Photo 1

Plus or minus a few people... we understand that your groups are all different ages and
sizes so just do the best you can and we look forward to seeing the end results!


